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The alpha channeling effect in tokamaks exploits the

higher population of high-energy alpha particles in the

tokamak interior compared to that of low-energy alpha

particles at the periphery. Because of the population

inversion, it is possible to inject waves that diffuse

resonant particles along diffusion paths connecting these

regions, so that hot alpha particles diffuse to the

periphery and cool at the same time. This effect has been

suggested as a way of achieving considerably higher

performance in tokamak fusion reactors, and similar

possibilities might be expected in mirror reactors.

I. Introduction

In tokamaks, operation in the hot ion mode, where

ion temperatures exceed electron temperatures, gives

higher effective fusion reactivity.
1
However, in fusion-

ignited plasma, the electron temperature exceeds the ion

temperature, because the energetic alpha particles

preferentially heat electrons. For ions to be hotter than

electrons, what is required is alpha channeling, an effect

that taps the free energy in the alpha particles on a

collisionless time scale so that this energy is given up to

waves, which might then damp directly on ions, and at the

same time expelling the fusion ash.
2
Channeling 75% of

the alpha particle energy to ions can result in more than a

factor of two in reactivity.
3
The channeled wave energy

might also be used for other useful purposes like current

drive.
4
These effects all lead to a much more economical

tokamak reactor.
5

Similar advantages in channeling alpha particle

energy on a collisionless time scale might be expected in

mirror machines. The open geometry of mirror machines

makes fueling and ash removal much easier, but removing

quickly the spent fuel in mirror devices does free up

valuable electric potential for fuel ions. However, mirror

and other open field line reactor concepts tend to suffer

from very high auxiliary power requirements,
6-7

so

employing the channeled energy so as to decrease the

circulating power may be the most critical gain.

To see how the channeling might happen, suppose a

wave diffusion path in the joint velocity-configuration

space that connects hot particles in the center of a plasma

device with cold particles on the periphery of the device.

Particles diffused by waves must then necessarily leave

the device cold, giving up their energy to the waves that

produce the particle diffusion.
2

This population inversion occurs naturally in a DT

fusion reactor, where energetic 3.5 MeV alpha particles

are produced in the reactor interior, mostly at the reactor

core, where the fuel constituents are hottest and densest.

However, near the periphery of the device, very few alpha

particles are produced, and those that might be found near

the periphery have generally slowed down to the much

lower fuel temperature. The alpha particle distribution

thus has the appropriate population inversion. If

appropriate waves are employed, alpha particles must

give up energy to waves on a collisionless time scale,

while simultaneously exiting the reactor as cold ash.

Note that there are stringent conditions on the particle

diffusion. Fig. 1 shows schematically an alpha particle

distribution function f� as a function of energy � both near

the tokamak axis at r=0 and near the tokamak periphery

at r=a. Here, even if the distribution function at the

tokamak center were monotonically decreasing in energy,

a diffusion path that connects high-energy center particles

with low-energy peripheral particles nonetheless exploits

population inversion and extracts energy. Particles can

diffuse along the diffusion path either to higher energy or

to lower energy, but only at lower energy do the particles

encounter the periphery and exit. Thus, absent collisions,

eventually, all particles must leave at low energy.

Fig. 1. Diffusion path from hot core to cold periphery.
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Note as well that in a tokamak the population

inversion for fuel deuterium ions is opposite to that of the

alpha particles. There are no MeV fuel ions in the center,

but there are many relatively cold fuel ions near the

periphery. Thus, in a tokamak, the same diffusion path

that allows waves to tap alpha particle energy, while

rejecting the alpha particles to the periphery, might also

allow waves to fuel the plasma by sucking in fresh fuel

ions and heating them. The quick rejection of alpha

particles and the channeling of alpha particle energy to

cold ions, which are then drawn to the plasma core, would

all be extremely useful effects in tokamaks.

We first discuss the channeling effect in a tokamak,

where it is more highly developed. For mirror machines

the periphery and the core for confined alpha particles are

defined very differently than for tokamaks.

II. The Alpha Channeling Effect

To see how diffusion paths can be arranged in joint

velocity-configuration space to produce cooling
2
, consider

for simplicity slab geometry, with ions immersed in a z-

directed magnetic field, following circular paths in the x-y

plane. Suppose that due to a resonant wave interaction at

vx=�/kx, the velocity in the x-direction changes

instantaneously as vx � vx + �vx. The change in the

guiding center is then ygc � ygc + �v/�, where � is the

gyrofrequency. Thus, in Fig. 2, an ion in the middle orbit

undergoes a velocity kick �vx at either point where the

three orbits intersect. If the ion gains energy from the

kick, it goes into the top orbit, whereas if it loses energy it

goes into the bottom orbit. Thus, the change in energy

�� is linked to the change in the gyrocenter, with �ygc
= �� kx/�m�. Thus, particles that diffuse to higher

energy must go up; particles that diffuse to lower energy

must go down.

Fig. 2. Coupling of kick in energy and gyrocenter

The cooling effect works when two conditions are

satisfied: First, the diffusion path must connect hot

particles at the core to cold particles at the periphery.

Second, the cold particles must be removed at the

periphery, while the particle diffusion to higher energy

must be bounded. For example, Fig. 3 depicts how

electrostatic waves with phase velocity in the y-direction

diffuse alpha particles in energy and in the x-direction.

Alpha particles born with 3.5 MeV near the center at x =0

must exhaust cold at lower energy at the periphery x =a.

Here, the diffusion to higher energy is bounded since

particles have limited excursion length to the center. The

line E=Emin represents the minimum particle energy for

resonant interaction with the wave. Note that the

diffusion occurs along highly constrained orbits; absent

other effects such as collisions, ions must exhaust cold

because there is no other way to leave the magnetic trap.

Fig. 3. Diffusion of alpha particles to periphery x=a.

Note that were the wave phase velocity reversed, the

slope dx/dE becomes positive, so then ions would be

heated as they leave the trap. The reason for this can be

seen from Fig. 4. The wave traveling to the right interacts

with the particle on the bottom of its orbit, where the

particle also goes to the right, while the wave going to the

left interacts on the top of the orbit. Since it is important

to exhaust cold rather than hot, it is critical to choose

waves with the proper phase velocity.

Fig. 4. Wave-particle resonance up-down asymmetry.

III. Implementing Alpha Channeling in Tokamaks

The alpha channeling effect in a tokamak occurs in

toroidal geometry, rather than slab geometry, but the basic

idea remains that diffusion paths need to connect high

energy at the core with low energy at the periphery. The

mode-converted ion Bernstein wave has certain

appropriate wave characteristics,
8
in part because upon

mode conversion the high mode numbers or low phase

velocities necessary for alpha channeling are generated.
9
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Schematically, as shown in Fig. 5, the mode-converted

ion Bernstein wave enters the tokamak poloidal cross-

section with an up-down asymmetry; the high

perpendicular wavenumber in the horizontal direction

then results in an asymmetric poloidal wave spectrum.

More precisely, the resonant condition results in an

asymmetric toroidal resonant wavenumber as well. As

depicted in Fig. 5, particles then either gain energy and

pinch inwards in minor radius, or lose energy and are

ejected outward in minor radius.

Fig. 5. Poloidal cross-section of a tokamak. The

shaded region shows the mode-converted IBW wave

with a short wavelength in DT plasma. The

deuterium resonance is to the right (low field side) of

the shaded region; the tritium resonance is to the left.

With one wave with the proper phase velocity, the

constraints on the particle motion are strict; particles must

exhaust cold. However, it may not be possible to excite

the wave with the precisely required wave characteristics,

and were it possible, it might be that not all alpha particles

could resonate with it. Greater flexibility, however, can

be gained by using more than one wave. Although the

firm constraints on the diffusive process are relaxed, to

the extent that that it is no longer enforced that particles

exhaust cold, the predominant tendency can still be that

particles do exhaust cold.
10
Using both the mode

converted IBW and a lower frequency wave in proposed

reactor designs, it can be predicted that more than 2/3 of

the alpha particle energy might be extracted.
11

IV. Experimental Results on TFTR

Experiments on TFTR in the 1990’s demonstrated
that mode-converted Ion Bernstein waves could be excited
in a DH plasma, and that a deuterium beam could be
heated and ejected by mode-converted IBW waves.12-13 The

ions exiting the tokamak could be diagnosed in detail.14

The particles were detected as a function of poloidal angle,
pitch angle, energy and time, leaving no doubt as to the
responsible wave-particle diffusion process. It was thus
manifestly clear that the deuterium ions were diffused
along diffusion paths that connected 80 keV deuterium
ions in the center of TFTR with 2.3 MeV deuterium ions
at the periphery, where they were expelled and detected. It
is noteworthy that in these experiments the effective
diffusion coefficient was about a factor of 50 larger than
what would be predicted from quasilinear and wave tracing
theory.15-17 Explanations of anomalously higher, rather tan
lower, diffusion rates are hard to come by. A possible
explanation, and so far the only plausible one, was that a
lightly damped internal mode was ringing with the
external excitation.15-18 Although this hypothesis was not
verified in TFTR prior to its shutdown, the enormous
advantage of a ringing internal mode is that it could make
the injected energy requirement in a reactor much smaller.

V. Implementing Alpha Channeling in Mirrors

Both mirrors and tokamaks are devices with a

symmetry direction, so that highly constrained diffusion

paths can be written similarly. However, in mirror

machines particles can leave not only radially across

magnetic field lines, but also axially along open field lines

through a loss cone in velocity space.

Fig. 6. RF Interaction Regions

To illustrate how the channeling effect might be

constructed for a mirror machine or for that matter any of

the variations on open field line magnetic traps, consider

for simplicity and for didactic purposes the simple mirror,

held at ground potential. Trapped alpha particles bounce

between turning points with axial location Z < ZM, where

ZM is the axial location of the magnetic field maximum, at

which point the mirror ratio R=B(Z)/B(Z=0) can be

defined as RM. Suppose further that multiple regions of rf

waves interact resonantly with alpha particles, with region

i occupying an axial location Zrfi (see Fig. 6), at which

point the local mirror ration is Rrfi. Each region of radio
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frequency waves has its own frequency and wavenumber.

Particles resonant in one region of rf waves need not be

resonant in another region of rf waves, even though they

may pass through that second region. Although the

simple mirror machine does not make a viable fusion

reactor, it can illustrate the possibilities in alpha

channeling. Accordingly, following Ref. 19, what we set

out to do is to demonstrate that the frequencies and

wavenumbers in each rf region can be chosen such that

essentially all alpha particles exhaust cold from the

mirror, while yielding their birth energy to the waves.

Particles trapped in the simple mirror have perpendicular

and parallel energies, W�(Z) and W||(Z). It is convenient,

however, to refer to their perpendicular and parallel

energies as they cross the mirror midplane at Z=0, with

W�0= W�(Z=0), and W||0= W||(Z=0).

Suppose now that particles going through a region of

rf waves at Z= Zrfi interact resonantly with the waves,

receiving kicks in energy such that W�(Z)� W�(Z) +

�W� and W||(Z)� W||(Z) + �W||. For example, consider a

wave-particle interaction through the resonance ��k||v||
= �, where � = qB/m is the local alpha particle cyclotron

frequency, � is the wave frequency, k|| is the wave parallel

wavenumber, and v|| is the particle parallel velocity. For

this resonance condition, the kicks in energy are then

related by �W� = �W|| (�/k||v||). Thus, in the limit that

k||v||� 0, we also have �W||� 0, so that the kicks are in

the perpendicular direction only. Since the resonance

condition depends only on the parallel energy, in the limit

that the energy kick is in the perpendicular direction only,

particles continuing to traverse the region of rf remain in

resonance with the wave.

Since the wave-particle interaction is a stochastic

process, the energy kicks, �W� and�W||, can be positive

or negative, resulting in energy diffusion. In the midplane

coordinates, energy kicks �W� and �W|| at Z= Zrf then

result in midplane energy changes

W�0 �W�0 +�W� Rrf , (1)

W||0 �W||0 +�W|| +�W� 1� Rrf
�1( ) , (2)

with the consistent radial coordinate change

r0 � r0 + Rrf
1 2
�W� k� qB� , (3)

where r0 is the radial coordinate at the midplane and k� is

the azimuthal wavenumber. Note that the diffusion in

energy and radius are thus linked, with the appropriate

sign of the azimuthal wavenumber linking increase in

energy to decrease in radius.

To construct the channeling effect, note from Eq. (1)

and Eq. (2) that for the case of perpendicular diffusion

only, i.e. for �W|| = 0, that the slope of the energy change

W�0/W||0=(Rrf �1)
�1, which is the same slope as the

trapped-passing boundary for particles mirroring exactly

at the location of the rf interaction. This means that in

midplane coordinates the rf waves diffuse particles

parallel to the associated trapped-passing boundary, with

particles remaining in resonance throughout the diffusion

process. The resonance condition gives the parallel

energy of particles capable of exchanging energy with the

wave, so the particles resonant in the rf region at Z= Zrf
have parallel energy W||res whereas particles mirroring at

Z= Zrf by definition have vanishing parallel energy. Thus,

the diffusion path is offset from the trapped-passing

boundary by exactly W||res. In Fig. 7, the energy diffusion

paths in midplane coordinates are schematically presented

for particles resonating with the two rf field regions

depicted in Fig. 6. The solid rays are the trapped-passing

boundary for particles mirroring at the rf region Z= Zrf1
(upper ray) and at Z= Zrf2 (lower ray). Each dashed line is

parallel to the corresponding ray and is offset from the

corresponding trapped-passing boundary by the

corresponding resonant parallel energy.

Fig. 7. Energy diffusion paths in midplane

coordinates for particles resonating with the rf fields

shown in Fig. 6. The upper solid rays are the trapped-

passing boundary associated with each rf region and

the dashed rays are the diffusion paths for particles

that are resonant with the corresponding rf region.

The lowest solid ray is the trapped-passing boundary

associated with the maximum magnetic field.

The resonant parallel energy in each rf region is a

function of local wave parameters and magnetic field

strength. Fig. 7 depicts how, by choosing the same

resonant parallel energy W||res for particles resonating at

different axial locations, all the resonant diffusion paths

can meet at a point outside the trapped-passing boundary.

Because these paths do not intersect within the trapped
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region of energy space, particles are resonant within only

one region of rf power, even though they may traverse

many regions of rf power. Thus, diffusion along each

diffusion path is by construction made independent of the

diffusion along all other paths, thereby constraining the

diffusion to remain on one path. Clearly, by construction,

the rays that meet at a point do fan out to cover essentially

the whole trapped alpha particle distribution. Moreover,

by choosing W||res small, the diffusing resonant alpha

particles necessarily encounter the trapped-passing

boundary at low energy.

Since the only collisionless route out of the

magnetic mirror is at low energy, alpha particles must all

exhaust cold, having yielded essentially all their energy to

the wave field, provided that the excursion to high energy

is bounded. Although in principle the bound to high

energy can occur naturally if the diffusion coefficient at

high energy is small,
20
the particles could leak energy if

the small diffusion coefficient makes the energetic

particle population susceptible to slowing down

collisions. A more efficient means is to block the route to

high energy altogether by tying the diffusion in energy to

diffusion in radius, using one sign of poloidal

wavenumber, with the radial diffusion given by Eq. (3).

Thus, the alpha particles can be forced to larger radius

when they diffuse to lower energy, but to smaller radius

when gaining energy. The excursion to high energy is

then limited, as in the case of the tokamak, by the limited

radial excursion possible to lower radius. However, in

contrast to the case of the tokamak, the particles could

exhaust cold either through radial diffusion to the radial

periphery or to he axial periphery through the velocity

space diffusion to the loss cone.

VI. USES OF AMPLIFIED RF WAVES

In tokamaks, the main uses of diverting the alpha

particle energy to plasma waves would be to sustain the

hot ion mode or to drive toroidal current. There is a long

history in using rf waves in mirror machines. Many

different rf waves have been used to heat mirror

machines, but also there has been a worry of rf pump-out

of fuel ions.
21-22

However, rf waves have also be used to

trap fuel ions,
23-24

where the trapping occurs by heating

ions through the loss cone. Here there is a fueling effect

too, but it is a fundamentally different effect, since it

relies upon diffusion paths in the joint energy-

configuration space. In both tokamaks and mirrors, the

diffusion paths, along which alpha particles are diffused

to the periphery while being cooled, can in principle also

be used for ion fueling, since the population inversion is

inverted for fuel ions if the ion fuel is dense and cold on

the periphery, however that periphery is defined.

Like for the tokamak, there could be large advantages

in maintaining different temperature ion populations. But

there might also be interesting new uses for power

diverted to rf waves such as creating transport barriers
25

or maintaining sloshing ion distributions.
26
Like in the

case of tokamaks, all of the uses of waves might be

enhanced considerably if the injected wave power were

coupled to a lightly damped internal mode in the ion

cyclotron frequency range.
27-29

Ringing an internal mode

can lead to much faster cooling of the alpha particles with

less injected power. Like in the case of tokamaks, there is

also an immediate use in ejecting the alpha ash quickly,

since in both cases the space occupied by the alpha ash is

better taken up by fuel ions.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, although the specific implementations

remain highly speculative, alpha particles born either in

tokamak fusion reactors or in mirror fusion reactors might

in principle be made to slow down collisionlessly on rf

fields rather than on electrons. The alpha particle power

would then be transferred or channeled to the rf fields

rather than to the electrons, with the cold alpha particles

promptly expelled. The quick expulsion of the spent fuel

and the use of the channeled alpha particle power for

purposes other than mere electron heating could then have

implications for the economic viability of fusion power

through the magnetic confinement of hot plasma.

In tokamaks, the energy channeled to the rf fields

might be useful for driving currents or maintaining a hot-

ion mode. In an open magnetic field system, there are

other uses for the alpha particle power. However, the

simple mirror considered here is by itself not a viable

reactor concept. In the simple mirror, there would only be

limited benefit through the channeling effect, since there

is little free alpha particle energy to be channeled. More

likely, the effects proposed here would be useful in an

open field geometry that is closer to a reactor, such as the

tandem mirror. To the extent that significant alpha

particle power is produced, the alpha channeling effect

could then optimize the use of this power.

Although it remains to make concrete proposals for

specific reactor enhancements, it stands to reason that in

both tokamaks and mirrors the diversion of alpha particle

power could make a very significant change to how

reactors might operate. With the channeled alpha particle

power available for other purposes, the reactor could

operate far from thermal equilibrium. However, at

present, these tantalizing prospects must be considered

highly speculative.

Nonetheless, what has been demonstrated is that,

both in tokamaks and in mirror machines, a set of waves

in principle exists which can produce the interesting

collisionless effect that alpha particles born on the inside

of the fusion device must leave the device cold, with the

alpha energy transferred to the set of waves, and with the

alpha cooling effect occurring concomitantly with the

ejection of the alpha particles. And in both tokamaks and
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mirror machines, the vast preponderance of the alpha

particles can be thus affected.
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